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ABSTRACT: The health-related problems especially in remote areas is one of the major issues as it is evident that remote areas are devoid from the hospitals. Not only in remote areas but also in the cities it is not possible to monitor the patient 24/7 due to various reasons. Besides this, in current covid situation it is very much important to monitor the patient without going in contact with him too often. Such health-related issues are reduced to a certain extent by implementing the IoT based patient health monitoring system. Our project collects the data and uploads it in the cloud which can be accessed by the doctors and the patient’s family from anywhere in the world. The collected data includes glucose level, temperature and pulse of a person. For the purpose of collecting data, we use different sensors such as temperature sensor, glucose level sensor and pulse sensor. All these sensors are connected to a Node MCU Microcontroller along with a Wi-fi module.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Now-a-days Health care sector has become technology oriented. Humans are facing a problem of unexpected death due to various reasons such as heart attack which is because of lack of medical care to patient at right time. Health is the most important factor for human being [1]. Hence it is essential to monitor the health parameters. For continuous monitoring of the patient, there are doctors and caretaker in hospitals. But when patient is alone in the home or remote areas it is almost impossible for someone to take care of the patient. So, we are implementing this IoT based patient health monitoring system which monitors the Patient [2]. Monitoring system that is used to detect movement changes in the patient. Those changes may be either abnormal behavior or unusual changes made by the patient in the absence of a doctor. The method of patient movement monitoring system for those patients that are taking medical treatment in both hospitals and in home [5].

In this project, we use different sensors for the purpose of monitoring the patient’s health. Pulse sensors to measure body pulse, and temperature sensor for measuring body temperature and humidity sensor for measuring humidity[3], the doctor can login from webpage with IP address allocated to patient, he need to login into the patient webpage to see the health parameters, on the same The webpage after checking patients health parameter [4], he can write a medical prescription to patient for medicines, once the doctor logsout the page, patient and doctor will receive the SMS from server, Doctor will receive SMS regarding payment, patient will receive SMS regarding medical prescription for the patient.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

- D shiva krishna: A innovative project that dodge the sudden death rates by using patient health monitoring system through internet and sensor technology
- The microcontroller is a system that connects all the sensors which are needed along with a Wiki module
- The IOT based patient health monitoring system using an internet is effective one that helps our loved ones and saves lives
- In this particular paper, Shiva gupta, Devesh chandra pandey and Prakar pratap singh gaur gives the development of microcontroller based system using wi-fi module for the temperature monitoring and the wireless heartbeat
By this, The real time information available for many users are provided easily and SMS send to the doctor in any critical condition using an internet.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In the proposed system we are implementing IOT based patient health monitoring system through which doctor can monitor information from anywhere in the globe. Fig shows the overview of the project. Health monitoring for active and assisted living is one of the paradigms that can use the IoT advantages to improve the elderly lifestyle. In this project to analyse and compute the patient health we are using Node MCU Microcontroller, which is the heart of this project that used to collect temperature, glucose level, pulse which are used to evaluate the health condition of the patient. The final results are uploaded to the cloud server using IoT over internet. These data results can be stored in database center which can be invoked from remote location at any time in an emergency case of patient without delaying the time. Our project plays important role in saving the patient life at emergency time.

IV. CONCLUSION

As the technology is increasing still there some village where there is no proper medical facilities and where doctors cannot go all the time, so this project will be more help for doctors/nurses for monitoring the health information from anywhere in the world. This project is very useful as compared to existing system in hospitals, which will help doctors to see the patient health...
from remote location in emergency situation, and this project can be further modified as medical chair which can be useful for everyone. 
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